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SKU: TF-62ML

2 reviews

Write a Review

FREE Shipping
Estimated Delivery Date: 1/25 - 1/27
Ship To: 48168 - Northville

Starting at $72/mo with . Prequalify now

$1,149.95

FREE SHIPPING  100% GUARANTEE

DESCRIPTION

Living in an RV comes with its challenges. You have to pack all of your provisions, bags, and boxes into a small
space, take care to maintain the space, inside and out, and accomplish tasks such as emptying out the black
water tank and �lling up the fresh water tank. While the RV life is wonderful, it can also be quite di�cult. But in all
this di�culty, your furniture should not be included in the list. The place where you relax should be easy and
comfortable, allowing you the comfort you need to sit down and put your feet up or even fall asleep after a long



COLOR: *

 

SHIPPING DESTINATION: *

Commercial

QUANTITY:

 1  
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day. Well, here at RecPro, that’s our specialty. With our selection of
high-quality RV furniture, you can create your own oasis in your RV,
a place where comfort is king and ease is essential.

With our multifunctional EZ-OUT Trifold Loveseat Sleeper, you can
take advantage of both the comfort of the piece and the
functionality. Because it can be both a bed and a loveseat, this
piece of furniture helps save you space and frustration. If a guest
comes over, you don't need to worry about where they will sleep or
whether you'll need to clean up the table to extend the dinette.
Instead, you can just pull the bed out of this Trifold and lay out the
blankets. With the style of this piece, you get an attractive look, a
comfortable couch or bed, and a functional part of your RV interior.

Ah, but what about actually using it? Is it like so many hide a beds out there that take a ton of time to set up and
don't make up for that with comfort? No, not at all. These EZ-OUT Trifold sofas work with a smooth motion of
pulling the seat cushion up and setting it on the �oor. Simple as that. All that's left is setting out the sheets and
relaxing. With the durable internal mechanisms and spring-loaded design, you can just push the seat cushion
back into place and let it fall. No more trying to gently set it in there to make sure nothing is damaged. The
springs do all the work for you. Even before you use it, it's easy. It can �t through the small opening of a 25" door
opening and doesn't need installed. Just �ip up the back and arrange the back cushions then you're all ready to
go.

The material of these sofas is our Cloth fabric, a breathable fabric that looks great, feels terri�c, and is built to
last. Durable and resistant to UV rays and water, it's easy to clean and will keep looking nice even after many
years. The �ll is our bounce-back memory foam combination �ll that provides support and comfort while you
relax.

Whether you're tired of dealing with your old hide a bed, want to add some sleeping and relaxing area to your
interior, or are just looking for something new, this 62" EZ-OUT Trifold loveseat sofa is an option that will liven up
your RV and enhance your RVing experience. Have any questions? Contact us online or call our friendly
Customer Care team today!

Disclaimer:

*Keep the bed free from any items before placing the cushions back into the sofa. Only grab the seat cushions
from the front, rather than the center or back cushion or from the sides of the front cushion. Do not stand on
the back cushion while open in the bed form; this will cause the cushions to start to transition back into the
sofa.*

*Any modi�cation outside of manufacturer's suggested use (including, but not limited to, adding or removing
mounting hardware, seat belts, brackets, clamps, etc.) immediately voids all warranties and waives liability
from the manufacturer and all their subsidiaries*

*Please note: lighting, decor, and interior design may slightly alter color appearance of sofa.*
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*We round up to the nearest inch of the piece*

Features:

Our EZ-OUT mechanism allows this chair to convert into a bed and back with one simple, yet satisfying
motion
Thick cushioning prevents discomfort caused by metal bars or frames below the mattress

Click here to order a RecPro Furniture Swatch Sample 
*Please note, depending on the type of display you are using, color of sofa may be slightly altered.*
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Speci�cations:

Dimensions (Sofa): 34"D x 39"H x 62"W
Dimensions (Bed): 71"D x 18"H x 50"W
Dimensions (Stationary legs): 1 1/2" D x 3 1/4" H x 3 3/8" W
Dimensions (Legs on bed portion): 3/4" D x 4 1/2" H x 2 3/4" W
(No clearance needed from wall)
Material: Cloth fabric
Colors: Oatmeal, Fossil
Breathable
Durable
Water-resistant
UV resistant
Easy to clean
Easy to install
Comes in one box
Fits through a 25" door frame

Please note, the legs on the bed portion and the legs on the sofa portion may not be completely �ush with
one another in the sofa con�guration.

*We do not condone using seat belts with our furniture unless they are installed by a licensed RV dealership.
Doing so improperly may void the warranty.
Cloth - Industry Leading 3 Year Limited Warranty
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How hard/easy it to assemble and install?

3-year limited warranty on structural components, springs, and mechanism.
3-year limited warranty on RecPro Cloth and thread. 

Made in China
200,000 Double Rub (Wyzenbeek Rating)

1-year warranty on mechanism actuator. (Cable Release)

Have a question about this? Ask people who own it.

Customer questions & answers
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0 votes It is very easy to install. All you have to do is �ip up the back and place down the back
cushions. Then you are done.
By RecPro STAFF  on December 28, 2021

0 votes

How much does this one weigh?

It is very heavy. It came in one piece and it took 3 of us to get it inside. Could have
used 4 people.
By RecPro Customer on December 22, 2021

0 votes

Is the fossil color more gray or brown?

It is Gray with a tinge of Forest Green.
By RecPro STAFF  on November 2, 2021

0 votes

Does this have �ame retardant?

It is within safety standards but not �ame retardant.
By RecPro STAFF  on November 2, 2021

0 votes

Does this sofa have California Prop warning for chemicals used in manufacturing of it

No, this does not have a CA Prop 65 warning.
By RecPro STAFF  on October 27, 2021

SHOW ALL QUESTIONS
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Veri�ed Buyer“Great buy”

4.5
Out of 5.0

Overall
Rating

100%
of customers that  

buy this product give  
it a 4 or 5-Star rating.

Write a review 
about this product 

August 13, 2021 by Jerry T. (united states)

“Love it.”

Haven't Used Yet

March 18, 2021 by ACH

“Just installed this yesterday so I'm unable to review it as a bed but it appears well made and sturdy. 
My only gripe is that it claims to be able to �t thru' a 25" door but that's not true. We had to remove
the feet to accommodate the move in. Not a huge deal other than moving that weight more than
once was not fun.”

Display Options Highest to Lowest

RELATED PRODUCTS
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CUSTOMERS ALSO VIEWED

2 reviews

RecPro®

RecPro Michael 62" EZ-OUT RV
Trifold Sofa Bed

As low as $1,149.95

SKU: TF-62

 CHOOSE OPTIONS

RecPro®

RecPro Michael 42" EZ-OUT Trifold
Lounge Chair in Cloth

As low as $749.95

SKU: TFC-42ML

 CHOOSE OPTIONS

6 reviews

RecPro®

RecPro Michael 68" EZ-OUT Trifold
Sleeper Sofa in Cloth

As low as $1,199.95

SKU: TF-68ML

 CHOOSE OPTIONS

2 reviews

RecPro®

17 reviews

RecPro® Charles Collection

6 reviews

RecPro®
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RecPro®

Elkhart Plastics

RecPro® Charles Collection

Alpha

LONG HAUL®

RecPro® Concessions

Suspa

RecPro® Charles Collection in Brisa®

PowerMax

View All

POPULAR BRANDS 

RecPro Michael 62" EZ-OUT RV
Trifold Sofa Bed

As low as $1,149.95

SKU: TF-62

 CHOOSE OPTIONS

RecPro Charles 60" RV Sleeper
Sofa with Hide-a-Bed

As low as $1,329.95

SKU: HAB-60C

 CHOOSE OPTIONS

RecPro Michael 68" EZ-OUT Trifold
Sleeper Sofa in Cloth

As low as $1,199.95

SKU: TF-68ML

 CHOOSE OPTIONS
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SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER

Get the latest updates on new products and upcoming sales

Your email address

SUBSCRIBE

*No Showroom Available* Bristol, IN 46507

Call us at 574-848-0405
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POPULAR BRANDS

RecPro®

Elkhart Plastics

RecPro® Charles Collection

Alpha

LONG HAUL®

RecPro® Concessions

Suspa

RecPro® Charles Collection in Brisa®

PowerMax View All
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